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Abstract: We present an algorithm for extracting basis functions from the chaotic Lorenz system along
with timing and bit-sequence statistics. Previous work focused on modifying Lorenz waveforms
and extracting the basis function of a single state variable. Importantly, these efforts initiated the
development of solvable chaotic systems with simple matched filters, which are suitable for many
spread spectrum applications. However, few solvable chaotic systems are known, and they are highly
dependent upon an engineered basis function. Non-solvable, Lorenz signals are often used to test
time-series prediction schemes and are also central to efforts to maximize spectral efficiency by joining
radar and communication waveforms. Here, we provide extracted basis functions for all three Lorenz
state variables, their timing statistics, and their bit-sequence statistics. Further, we outline a detailed
algorithm suitable for the extraction of basis functions from many chaotic systems such as the Lorenz
system. These results promote the search for engineered basis functions in solvable chaotic systems,
provide tools for joining radar and communication waveforms, and give an algorithmic process for
modifying chaotic Lorenz waveforms to quantify the performance of chaotic time-series forecasting
methods. The results presented here provide engineered test signals compatible with quantitative
analysis of predicted amplitudes and regular timing.

Keywords: chaos; joint radar-communication; solvable chaos; time series prediction; chaotic test
signal; reservoir computing

1. Introduction

Chaotic waveforms play a significant role in the development of spread spectrum com-
munication [1–4], radar [5–7], sonar [8,9] and emerging dual-purpose [10,11] systems. Addi-
tionally, these waveforms are often used to test time series prediction algorithms [12,13] due
to their essentially unpredictable nature [14,15]. This quality leads to seemingly contradic-
tory qualities in chaotic systems: they are inherently deterministic, yet capable of producing
practically random (given finite memory and finite resolution of a system’s initial condition)
behavior, making them unique and valuable for complex engineering applications. Despite
their potential, accurately quantifying the effects of chaotic waveforms on engineering
metrics is challenging due to the lack of closed-form analytic solutions. Nonetheless, these
waveforms have enabled exciting new engineering directions and hold promise for the
development of better predictive algorithms and more secure, robust, and precise commu-
nication and sensing systems. Specifically, waveforms generated by the well-known chaotic
Lorenz system [15], are commonly used as test signals for time series prediction algorithms
involving neural networks [16], support vector machines [17], echo state networks [18],
neuro-fuzzy systems [19], and reservoir computers [20]. Further, chaotic Lorenz waveforms
have served as candidates for joint radar-communication systems that aim to prioritize
spectral efficiency [10,11].

In this paper, we build upon the existing work of Hayes [21] to further solidify the
relationship between chaotic dynamics and random processes, particularly in the context
of measurable dynamics [22] and ergodic theory [23] through the lens of information
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theory [24,25]. Hayes identified oscillatory basis functions that decay in different directions
(both causally and acausally), which can be linearly combined with random weighting
factors to produce deterministic chaotic waveforms that approximate solutions to chaotic
systems. This insight suggests that straight-forward signal processing techniques [26]
that rely on linear analysis and synthesis methods (i.e., convolution sums) can be used
to guide the application of chaos in engineered systems in a quantifiable and meaningful
way. However, previous work [21] lacked details regarding the specific implementation
of algorithms, the statistics of the bit sequences used, and the timing information that is
discarded by the resulting algorithms. In this paper, we provide these essential details to
enhance the accessibility and applicability of these techniques with the intent of quantifying
advances in machine learning algorithms and waveform design for communication and
sensing applications. Here, we report three new contributions: (1) a presentation of a
detailed realization of Hayes’s algorithm, (2) the statistics of the bitstreams produced by
the chaotic Lorenz system as associated with extracted basis functions, and (3) the statistics
of the timing information that is removed from non-uniform chaotic Lorenz systems.

This manuscript is structured as follows. In the introduction section, we describe
the use and impact of chaotic Lorenz waveforms on various applications, including time
series prediction algorithms, communication systems, and ranging sensors. In Section 2,
we present the materials and methods used. We define the chaotic Lorenz system, evaluate
the entropic content of its waveforms, and describe partitions to the phase space used
to define symbol sequences. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, we discuss the process of extracting
approximate basis functions from time-regularized Lorenz waveforms. In this section, we
provide timing and algorithmic details. In Sections 2.4 and 2.5, we detail the algorithm used
for basis function extraction. The results of these algorithms for all three state variables of
the Lorenz system are presented. Section 3 provides a discussion of these results. Finally,
we conclude with our remarks in Section 4.

1.1. Lorenz Waveforms for Time Series Prediction

Time series prediction algorithms predict future values of a given signal based on
past observations. The ability of these algorithms to accurately predict the behavior of
chaotic systems is a key test of their effectiveness. Importantly, the seemingly conflicting
attributes of deterministic but entropic waveforms enable their use as a benchmark for
testing time series prediction algorithms because they exhibit complex and unpredictable
behavior. Solutions to the chaotic systems such as the Lorenz equations are well-known
for their sensitivity to initial conditions. As a result, small perturbations of that constitute
similar observations between two chaotic waveforms at an early portion of a time series
will impose deviations between the initially similar waveforms observed later in time.
This chaotic nature makes Lorenz waveforms ideal candidates for testing time series
prediction algorithms. Lorenz waveforms are scientifically reproducible but their long-term
predictions provides a challenging problem that requires sophisticated techniques that fit
the scope of many machine learning efforts.

There are two primary advantages to using chaotic Lorenz waveforms in time series
predictions. First, the determinism of chaotic Lorenz waveforms offers repeatable, rigorous,
and standardized benchmarks that pair easily with clearly described dynamical structures
such as the location of the system’s fixed points. Second, the Lorenz system is well-defined
and widely studied. The ubiquity of the Lorenz system allows research comparisons that
can clearly illustrate relative performance of different algorithms by means of the same,
standardized test data. Thus, strengths and weaknesses of these algorithms can be evenly
considered, compared, and discussed. Within these evaluations, these waveforms enable
researchers to study various factors on the algorithm performance in relation to algorithmic
parameters, training data length, and even the presence of noise. The systematic study of
these types of factors results in two important capabilities: (1) the analysis of parameter
impact on algorithm performance, and (2) new insight into both limitations and strengths
of various approaches to time series predictions problems.
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However, one significant issue with chaotic waveforms involves the quantification
of time-series prediction beyond the short, initial predictable regions of the time series.
Determinism does allow for computationally taxing numerical methods to provide quan-
titative (albeit approximate) evaluation for piece-wise sections of data. This approach
is sub-optimal when compared to many standard signal construction techniques [26]
but is necessary due to the lack of closed-form solutions for trajectories produced by the
Lorenz system [14].

1.2. Lorenz Waveforms for Communication Systems

Chaotic Lorenz waveforms have been proposed for use in communication systems
for a variety of applications. One application is to provide a secure and robust means of
transmitting information [27,28]. The chaotic nature of the waveform can make it difficult
to intercept or decode by unwanted parties, For some cases, this quality enhances the
security and privacy of communication schemes. Another use of chaotic Lorenz waveforms
in communication systems is to provide signals for spread spectrum techniques [27] that
lead to efficient spectral usage that supports multi-user applications [4]. These schemes
are often achieved by modulating signals with a chaotic waveform such that the resulting
transmitted waveform’s spectrum is spread over a wide bandwidth. These schemes have
further been suggest to improve the resistance of the communication system to interference
and jamming.

In a landmark finding, chaotic waveforms were shown to synchronize [29]. This
property enables various receiver schemes in communication systems [10,27]. By trans-
mitting reference waveforms that synchronize a receiver to the waveform, accurate
timing and phase alignment of transmitted signals can be achieved. This technique can
be used in a variety of communication systems, including radar [11,30] and sonar [30],
as well as wireless networks [31,32]. These attributes provide several benefits to commu-
nication systems including the aforementioned security, resistance to interference and
jamming enhancements.

Although, these systems have the ability to synchronize signals with high accuracy.
The use of chaotic waveforms often requires sophisticated signal processing techniques
and can be more computationally intensive than traditional waveforms. This drawback
must be taken into account in the design and implementation of potential communication
systems. We note that the reduction of these computational taxes is largely solved by
employing solvable chaotic systems [2] that are important extensions of the simplifications
of the chaotic Lorenz system put forth by Hayes [21].

1.3. Lorenz Waveforms for Ranging Sensors

Chaotic Lorenz waveforms have been used in ranging sensors [5]. Some detection,
ranging and doppler applications require signals that are difficult to detect or intercept.
The chaotic nature of the waveform can make it difficult to distinguish from noise, which
in turn can enhance the security and reliability of a given sensor. Other sensor applica-
tions benefit in terms of range measurements, velocity measurements and ambiguity
properties. Traditional sensor techniques tend to utilize repeating waveforms that lack
entropy (non-entropic). The non-repeating and spread spectrum characteristics of chaotic
waveforms provide entropy to these sensor schemes. As a result, they benefit ranging and
detection schemes by creating near-thumbtack ambiguity functions [5,10,11]. The resulting
waveforms can give low correlation sidelobe levels, flat power spectral density and reduced
ambiguity in range and Doppler measurement.

Chaotic radar and sonar schemes also support applications that require tracking
moving targets, detecting the presence of stationary objects and imaging applications. These
techniques have historically constituted chaotic imaging which lead to new opportunities
in areas such as remote sensing [10], medical imaging [33], and non-destructive testing [34].
The benefits related to these sensor advances parallel those found in chaotic communication
systems including enhanced security, improved range and velocity measurements, and
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the ability to perform high resolution imaging. Similarly, drawbacks to these techniques
also parallel chaotic communication systems as these schemes require sophisticated signal
processing techniques and can be computationally intensive.

1.4. Impact on Engineering Landscapes

Important engineering prblems demand entropic waveforms such as those produced
by the chaotic Lorenz system. These problems include the evaluation of machine learning
algorithms as well as the growing density of co-located communication systems and
ranging sensors. First, consider early sensors and communication systems that were not
densely located. For example, early warning radar systems from the 1940s generally
detected targets that initially did not contain electronics competing with signal processing
goals. Now, frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radars comprise one of the
many sensors in consumer automobiles [4]. A modern issue is that these FMCW waveforms
are naturally incompatible in dense sensor networks due to the signal processing errors
that arise as these waveforms interfere and cause ‘ghost’ targets or ‘jam’ one another [35].

Similarly, a growing number of devices communicate. Modern communication sys-
tems must carefully share resources via channel allocation and clever spread spectrum
techniques. Many emerging applications and technologies demand communication and
sensing with high data rates. Worse, trends such as the Internet of Things (IoT) exacer-
bate resource-sharing issues as smart devices become prevalent [36]. Personal devices
that monitor health and perform real-time sensing, learning and communication see an
increasing need for security, authentication and waveform diversity [4,37]. Chaotic sys-
tems naturally solve some of these issues, but often require analysis beyond traditional
engineering methods.

Unfortunately, chaotic systems almost always lack equations that guide engineering
design or quantitative measure. This fact is not surprising as nonlinear, coupled, ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) almost always preclude closed-form analytic solutions [38].
Some chaotic behavior may be analyzed using traditional (albeit sometimes advanced)
techniques for ODEs [22,39,40]. However, many standard signal processing techniques
rely on assumptions of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems [26] (such as superposition,
convolution, etc.) and are not helpful when nonlinearity is introduced [14]. This restriction
complicates the inclusion of chaotic systems in engineering practice. Despite the need
for advanced analysis, chaos is a notably mature topic with vast contributions of depth
and importance. One especially effective tool set, called symbolic dynamics, takes an
information-theoretic approach to understanding chaos by abstracting continuous variables
as symbols in discrete partitions [41].

The intersection of symbolic dynamics, communication and ergodic theory gave rise
to innovations by Hayes who translated chaotic dynamics into engineered waveforms
with expressions compatible with standard engineering practice [21]. This previous work
paired concepts from symbolic dynamics with conventional communication techniques
to extract basis functions from chaotic signals. Surprisingly, these basis functions may be
recombined through linear superposition via a convolution sum to produce engineered
waveforms that approximate those generated by chaotic systems. This result implied
that these waveforms can keep their desirable chaotic properties while allowing optimal
detection via a matched filter receiver. These results are not only surprising, but important
as traditional signal processing methods for LTI systems [26] are generally considered to be
ill-suited and discouraged for use with nonlinear differential equations [14,38].

Unfortunately, the novelty and multidisciplinary nature of Hayes work [21] may
tend to impede engineers and dynamicists from adopting methods developed under
these previous efforts despite their direct applications to current machine learning and
waveform design issues. We note that the cross-pollination of topics that involve chaos,
information theory, communication and signal processing still grows in importance today
and is compounded by trends in machine learning and IoT as previously discussed.
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The primary goal of this manuscript is to illuminate specific practices at the intersec-
tion of methods in nonlinear dynamics, information theory and signal processing such
that appropriate background and techniques are clearly imparted to those seeking benefit
from entropic waveforms via chaotic dynamics paired with traditional engineering repre-
sentations. The impact of these efforts are expected to include topics related to machine
learning, time series prediction, waveform design for communication and sensing systems,
the study of solvable chaotic systems and likely other areas that call for inherently entropic
designs such as hardware security. Specifically, we provide vital algorithmic details for the
extraction of basis functions from chaotic systems. Further, we show bit statistics and basis
functions for all three variables of the chaotic Lorenz system for the first time.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section, the materials and methodology to extract basis functions from the
chaotic Lorenz system are provided. First in Section 2.1, the chaotic Lorenz system is
defined and discussed. The chaotic Lorenz system has long served as a standard tool
to aid the study of nonlinear dynamics as well as signal processing. This system of
nonlinear differential equations will serve as the model test-bed for processing entropic
waveforms. Next in Section 2.2, we motivate the extraction of basis functions as analog
‘information primitives’ from chaotic Lorenz waveforms. It is well-known that the timing
of waveform peaks in the solutions of the chaotic Lorenz system is irregular. Next in
Section 2.3, an algorithm is described that enforces regularized timing for the peaks of the
waveforms produces by the chaotic Lorenz system. The statistics of the these timings are
also provided. Time-regularized chaotic Lorenz waveforms may be temporally aligned
in order to extract ‘information primitive’ waveforms where bits of information content
are selected to correspond to desired symbol sequences. For example, discrepancies in
information content between two waveforms by partitioning schemes. In this work, we seek
an averaged basis function that represents an analog information primitive that corresponds
to a single bit of information difference found in antipodal, chaotic Lorenz waveforms.
Next in Section 2.4, a detailed example that extracts a single basis function from the chaotic
Lorenz system is provided. Finally in Section 2.5, a detailed algorithm for the extraction
of a library of continuous-time basis functions from the chaotic Lorenz system (as well as
their average) is provided with progressive details of the algorithm’s intermediate results.

2.1. The Chaotic Lorenz System: Sensitivity, Information Creation & Symbolic Dynamics

Famously, Edward Lorenz abstracted models for atmospheric convection rolls into a
system of ordinary differential equations [15]. Although the simplified system is somewhat
detached from atmospheric science, it is a staple in for the study of complex systems and
chaos [14]. For certain parameter ranges, the system (1) is sensitive to its initial conditions,
(2) produces irregular oscillations that are aperiodic, (3) has a behavior that is unpredictable
in the long-term, and (4) is bounded to a strange attractor with fractal dimension despite
the system’s deterministic nature [14]. Analysis in these regimes has shown that the system
has no stable fixed points or limit cycles, however trajectories remain confined to a bounded
region and are eventually attracted to a set of zero volume [14,15].

The Lorenz system is defined as

ẋ = σ(y− x)
ẏ = x(ρ− z)− y
ż = xy− βz

(1)

where σ, ρ, β ≥ 0 and quadratic nonlinearities are presented by terms xy and xz. Here,
we have selected traditionally studied values σ = 10, ρ = 28, and β = 8

3 which produce
robustly chaotic waveforms. We note that ρ = 28 > ρH ≈ 24.74 where ρH indicates
a subcritical Hopf bifurcation value for parameter ρ. Values of ρ past this bifurcation
indicate the potential for growing complexity in waveforms produced by the system. These
equations and parameter values have long served communities in nonlinear dynamics and
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signal processing by allowing the study of entropic waveforms. We note that simulations on
finite state machines can lead to misleading periodicities for some studies. We subsequently
describe simulation details that largely avoids these behaviors. In addition to bifucation,
traditional analysis shows this dissipative system’s fixed points as well as its local/global
stability. Importantly for this work, symmetry in these equations allows the selection
of a partition that can produce antipodal bits sn = ±1 : −∞ < n < ∞ at properly
selected Poincarè sections. Namely, the symmetry (x, y)→ (−x,−y) indicates that a planar
partition that intersects x = 0 yields antipodal symbols for x(t) as shown in Figure 1.
Similarly, a planar partition that intersects y = 0 yields antipodal symbols for y(t).
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Figure 1. Runge-Kutta (MATLAB ODE45) integration of the Lorenz equations showing (a) a par-
titioned phase space defining symbols from a Poincarè section (red dots) of the chaotic attractor
(black) and (b) the time series of the x(t) variable (black) with peaks (red) defining symbols from
a Poincarè section.

Computer-based experiments can characterize the Lorenz system’s chaotic behavior
through observation. For example, Wolf’s algorithm numerically finds Lyaponuv exponents
which define the system’s sensitivity to initial conditions [42]. For a d-dimensional chaotic
dynamical system, nearby trajectories are expected to diverge exponentially in the long-
term. This divergence is defined using neighboring initial conditions in an infinitesimal
d-sphere and occurs in a relatively local portion of the trajectory within an orbit. As the
system evolves in time, the flow deforms the sphere of initial conditions into an ellipsoid
of time-evolved points. The deformation in each ith dimension is defined by the resulting
ellipsoid’s principal axis pi(t) to give i one-dimensional Lyaponuv exponents defined as

λi = lim
t→∞

1
t

log2
pi(t)
pi(0)

. (2)

Although this limit approaches ∞, relatively few data points are needed in practice as the
divergence is exponential. The number of data points n needed for Wolf’s algorithm is given
by a rule-of-thumb maximum between the point density requirement: ≈10d > n >≈ 30d

and the number of points per orbit multiplied by the number of orbits: ≈d× 10d−1 > n >≈
d× 100d−1 where d is the dimensionality of the attractor which gives a conservative worst
case length of≈30,000 data points. Fortunately, these types of algorithms often converge more
quickly than the rule-of-thumb indicates (≈10,000 points for Lorenz) and usually requires
≈100 orbits of the attractor. It has been noted that the Lorenz system poses significant
challenge due to the ill-defined orbit period [42]. These irregular timings can be observed in
the peaks and valleys indicated in the time-series data in Figure 1.

The magnitude of the exponents indicate a bit-rate for which the system creates or
destroys information by translating its dynamics into a quantitative measure using the lens
information theory [42,43]. The units of the exponents for continuous-time flows (differen-
tial equations) are

[ bits
orbit

]
or

[ bits
s
]

and
[ bits

iteration
]

for discrete-time iterated maps (difference
equations). The aforementioned local orbit divergence gives an important distinction
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regarding information content produced by the system. A Lyaponuv exponent, in spirit,
characterizes the stretching mechanisms of a chaotic system that generates new information
from the the micro-scale (precision of initial conditions beyond our measurement/memory
capacity or small noise perturbations in a heat bath) and not the folding mechanisms that
keep the chaotic system bounded. Wolf et. al. reported positive Lyaponuv exponents of the
Lorenz system to have a magnitude of 2.16

[ bits
s
]

with parameter values σ = 16, ρ = 45.92,
and β = 4. Initial conditions were specified using 20-bit precision (one part per million)
and the prediction of the resulting time-series could not be extended beyond 9 s on average
yielding 20[bits]/2.16

[ bits
s
]
. This result indicates the Lorenz system will tend to uncover

≈20 bits of new information from a spherical neighborhood of initial conditions with a
radius corresponding to 20-bit precision in ≈20 orbits.

Methods related to the traditional analysis of ODEs and numerical analysis through ob-
serving time-series provide invaluable tools for understanding the dynamics of the Lorenz
system as well as developing signal processing algorithms for engineering applications.
However, abstraction of the system into symbols and the study of the resulting symbolic
dynamics provides deep insight that pairs directly with information and communication
theory. In practice, these techniques sample a trajectory’s state at discrete intervals and
study the symbolic sequences obtained through partitioning (or thresholding) rules that
coarse-grain the system’s time-series. Though, these techniques are not new, they are
notably powerful and continue to strengthen an underlying connection between nonlinear
dynamics and information theory [2,21,24,44].

The symmetry of the Lorenz attractor has been used to construct partitions that aid in
symbolic analysis. A partitioned state space that corresponds to abstracted symbols A or
B may be studied as symbolic dynamics that represent various underlying behaviors too
burdensome to uncover through the traditional analysis of ODEs. Importantly, symbolic
dynamics serves as the appropriate tool to study the Lorenz system’s periodic orbits.
Historically, symbolic dynamics naturally permitted the study of the stable but elusive
‘period-5’ orbit which traditional methods tend to overlook [45]. In fact, symbolic dynamics
has illuminated an encompassing view of the Lorenz system through dissection of the
system’s periodic orbits [46]. These orbits form the skeleton of the the system’s attractor.
Through this symbolic analysis, algorithms were developed to find the density of periodic
orbits close to a desired point in phase space [46].

2.2. Extracting Approximate Basis Functions from Time-Series Simulations

Combining concepts of information creation in continuous, chaotic flows with sym-
bolic dynamics allows for the extraction of basis function waveforms that constitute one bit
of information difference between segments of a measured time-series. This notion further
articulated and refined perceptions of the Lorenz system through the lens of communication
signals [21] and surprisingly implied optimal signal processing related to Lorenz wave-
forms despite their unpredictability [44]. Starting with a symbolic description of Lorenz
waveforms as depicted in Figure 1, k-bit symbol sequences s = [s−(k−1)...s−2, s−1, s0] may
be selected that correspond to natural trajectories (i.e., x(t)) of the Lorenz system. Arbitrar-
ily symbol definitions may allow ‘A’ to represent a ‘+1’ bit and symbol ‘B’ to represent a ‘0’
bit. Here, we note that some schemes prefer antipodal bit definitions where the ‘0’ bit is
defined as ‘−1’ and opt for this antipodal arrangement as shown in [21]. A comparison
(mathematical difference) of trajectories for which their symbolic content varies by one
bit of information (a Hamming distance of 1) produces a library of ‘information primitive’
waveforms that may be used in signal processing applications. Each of these waveforms
p(t) constitutes a continuous-time information theoretic signature related to a single bit of
information generated by the Lorenz system.

2.3. Regularizing Timing for the Lorenz Waveforms

Regarding Figure 1, the aforementioned ‘ill-defined orbit periods’ cause irregular
timings in the peaks and valleys that define the Poincarè section and (in part) establish
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the symbolic content in these waveforms. These non-uniform intervals create issues for
engineering applications as well as extracting basis functions from the Lorenz system.
First, the irregular timing is incompatible with engineered systems that rely on regular
clocks. Second, the information content embeded in continuous state variables needs to be
extracted with a common time origin and time scale.

An important pre-processing step is to provide a means to regularize the timing
intervals such that the Poincarè returns are uniform. Original waveforms with irregular
timing are shown alongside waveforms that have been processed to achieve regular timing
in Figure 2. This figure displays both time-series and statistical, histogram data of the time
spacing between peaks for an x(t) waveform with ≈1000 peaks.

τ

−

(a)                                           (b)

τ

Figure 2. (a) Histograms of timing intervals for the unmodified, irregular Lorenz waveform x(t) (red)
showing a broad distribution and for the timing-regularized Lorenz waveform x(t) (blue) showing a
narrow distribution. (b) Time-series waveform for the unmodified, irregular Lorenz waveform x(t)
(black) with Poincarè sections indicated at irregular time intervals (red dots) and waveform for the
timing-regularized Lorenz waveform x(t) (dashed-blue) with Poincarè sections indicated at regular
time intervals (blue dots).

The algorithm used here was adapted through an example noted by Hayes [21] for
the case of sampled systems and is valid for simulations with a known time-step. If the
time-series for the x(t) signal is sampled from peak to peak (including both peaks and
valleys) with uniform timing, then the number of samples between the peaks will tend
to be non-uniform as some orbits tend to return to the Poincarè section slower or faster
than others. Slow trajectories will tend to contain more samples between peaks, and fast
trajectories will tend to contain less samples between peaks.

Regular timing may be imposed on the irregular Lorenz waveform by reproducing
the sampled x(t) with a variable clock rate (i.e., using a digital-to-analog converter). The
reproduced x(t) should be time compressed (sped up) proportional to the number of
samples between peaks. This method effectively spaces the peak returns in x(t) uniformly
and results in regular sample rate Ts for the symbolic content of the Lorenz waveform.
Loosely, one proposed method to accomplish this algorithmically uses the following steps:

(i) measure and store the number of samples & indices between two peaks
(ii) extend each data segment to convenient a sample interval (i.e., 50 samples or

100 samples)
(iii) pad new x(t) values and increment new indices
(iv) define a regeneration sample rate & corresponding period
(v) time stretch/compress segment proportionally by original number of samples
(vi) repeat for each pair of peaks

and pseudo-code for this algorithm is given by Algorithm 1. We note that this algorithm has
not optimized towards any specific performance metric and is intended to serve as an oper-
ational guide to illuminate approaches to implement techniques suggested by Hayes [21].
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm that regularizes timing between Poincarè returns

for each k in peaks do
. Regularize timing between two peaks

r ← x(peaks(k) : peaks(k + 1))
iROrig← [peakI(k) : 1 : peakI(k + 1)]
numSamples← length(r)
roundingPlace← 50
numSamples← ceil(numSamples/roundingPlace) ∗ roundingPlace
rLong← r
iRNew← iROrig

for i=1:numSamples-length(iROrig) do
. Pad x(t) to a convenient length i.e., 6023 samples would map to 6050

rLong(end + 1)← rLong(end)
iRNew(end + 1)← iRNew(end) + 1

end for
. Define regeneration sample rate & period

shortLength← roundingPlace
rShort← zeros(1, shortLength)
iShort← zeros(1, shortLength)
Fs← shortLength/length(rLong)
Ts← 1/Fs

. Regenerate x(t) with sample-proportionate time compression
j← 1
i← 1

while i < length(rLong)− Ts do
. Populate samples using regeneration period

rShort(j)← rLong(i)
iShort(j)← iRNew(i)
j← j + 1
i← i + Ts

end while
rShort(end)← r(end− f loor(Ts/2));
iShort(end)← iROrig(end− f loor(Ts/2));

end for

2.4. Extracting a Single Basis Function as an Information Primitive

This subsection illustrates the extraction of a basis function as an information primitive
by comparing continuous-time trajectory amplitudes that differ by only one symbolic bit
of information. This concept is successful because it exploits the determinism of the
chaotic Lorenz system. Consider two waveform segments as time series data from the
x variable of the Lorenz system with equal length in time x(t) and xtemplate(t). If these
waveforms represent 8 bits of symbolic content (coarse-grained) and differ only in the
7th bit, then a continuous-time (fine-grained) representation of an information primitive
may be established relating to state variable x.

Concisely, this arrangement consists of two waveforms with a Hamming distance
of 1 and will share an exponentially similar initial condition as governed by Lyaponuv
exponents inherent to the Lorenz equations. To extract a single instance of this infor-
mation primitive (called a basis function from here on), one simply takes the difference
x(τ)− xtemplate(τ) aligned with some desired bit mask defining the time location where the
Hamming distance between the two waveforms is non-zero. We note that this possibility is
enabled by the regularized timing of the two waveforms where t represents the original
time vector related to the Lorenz system and τ represents a time vector that has been regu-
larized for even time spacing of the waveform’s symbolic content. A graphical depiction
of this arrangement is provided by Figure 3. In practice, the algorithms described in this
work hold a time-regularized template waveform xtemplate(τ) and its symbolic content in
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memory while various waveform segments produced by the Lorenz oscillator are ‘scanned.’
These scanned, time-regularized waveforms x(τ) are first compared symbolically to check
if a non-zero Hamming distance has the correct bit index (time location). If this Hamming
distance criterion is met, the difference of the two waveforms constitutes a single instance
of a basis function p(τ) = x(τ)− xtemplate(τ) as shown in Figure 3.

-

Ts

Ts 2Ts 3Ts 4Ts 5Ts 6Ts 7Ts

Tail region with reverse-time exponential decay

T0

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 ][ 1

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 ][ 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ][ 0Hamming Bit Mask:

Template Bits:

Scanned Waveform Bits:

−

Figure 3. Graphical representation of two time-regularized waveforms with symbolic content that
meets the Hamming distance criterion. (Top) Sample waveforms from state variable x after being
time-regularized. (Bottom) Resulting basis function p(τ).

Cataloging sequences with small Hamming distances from Lorenz waveforms to
produce libraries containing various p(τ) signatures can be computationally taxing if not
impossible in practice for large k. Fortunately, chaotic systems’ exponential sensitivity
to small differences combined with their determinism forces a convenient shape for
each resulting p(τ) basis waveforms. If a bit vector representing the bit-wise Hamming
distance between two waveforms serves as the bit mask [s−(k−1)...s2, s−1, s0] = [0...0, 0, 1, 0],
the resulting basis waveforms exhibit an exponentially decaying tail as τ → −∞. The
acausal property of these resulting waveforms indicates determinism. As each p(τ)
tail decays, the difference between any two compared waveforms segments from state
variable x (i.e., x1(τ)− x2(τ)) exponentially decreases as well as the spherical radius of
the neighborhood containing the initial conditions of each waveform (x1(0) and x2(0)).
This favorable behavior implies that an accurate representation of an instance p(τ) may
be obtained even with small bit lengths k.

Heuristically, bit lengths of≈8 [bits] work well, but result in 28 = 256 bit combinations
to process and catalog. Previous analyses processed bit lengths from 8 [bits] to 10 [bits] and
averaged resulting p(t) libraries of ≈1000 basis function waveforms. A straight-forward
approach to obtain these averages involves generating significantly long (1000–5000 [s]
with timestep dt = 0.001 [s]), aperiodic time-series simulations. These types of computer
experiments integrated on finite state machines may tend toward periodicity that is un-
faithful to real-world implementations of the Lorenz system. This is partly due to finite
memory and precision on representing initial conditions x0, y0 and z0. Further, the presence
of microscopic noise in physical systems is always present.

One important numerical ‘trick’ that avoids these periodicity issues without using high pre-
cision data types is to intentionally introduce a small amount of numerical noise by integrating
the equations with parameter values σ′ = σ− ∆ = 9.999... ≈ 10, ρ′ = ρ− ∆ = 27.999... ≈ 28,
etc. This small modification is commonly employed and has been discussed at conferences
and post-doc appointments, but to the author’s knowledge has not been described in popular
texts. This method is generally sufficient for the time-series in this work where an adjustment
of ∆ = 10−11 was chosen for time-series on the order of 106 to 5× 106 time steps, though
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other methods may be needed to simulate notably larger, aperiodic time-series. One such
approach may involve the control of chaotic systems to produce desired bit sequences that
differ in accordance with the aforementioned Hamming distance bit mask. Efficient control
schemes involve small perturbations [47] and have been proposed of the Lorenz system in order
to observe rare events such as a trajectory entering a spherical neighborhood with radius of
0.1 near the origin. The probability of such a trajectory is reported to 1 in 1010 orbits. Rare events
such as these are more probable as desired bit lengths increase and may become impractical
with the brute force generation of aperiodic, long time-series data.

2.5. Extracting Multiple Basis Functions to Form an Average Basis Function

As examples of waveform segments and their information content vary in the time
evolution of x trajectories, resulting basis functions p(τ) also vary. These variations are
illustrated in Figure 4 which shows a long waveform sample (≈50 s with ≈160 bits of
symbolic content) where smaller 8-bit segments of symbolic content are captured to generate
waveform templates. These templates are held in memory and compared against all other
consecutive 8-bit segments that exist in the waveform sample x(τ). This comparison ‘scans’
and captures instances of the Hamming distance criterion being met between the stored
template xtemplate(τ) and the sliding comparison segments xcompare(τ).

Template 1
q=2

Template 1
Match k=45

Template 2
Match k=32

Template 2
q=5

(a)

(b)                                                                           (c)

−
−
−

− −

Figure 4. (a) Two long waveform segments from state variable x after being time-regularized.
(b) Two examples of waveform segments with symbolic content that meets the Hamming distance
criterion and their resulting instances of basis function p(τ). (c) Two examples of waveform segments
similar to Figure 4b with the exception that the summed peak is not inverted. Cases for Figure 4b,c
must be accounted for when designing basis function extraction algorithms.

Algorithmically, this scanning first consists of creating templates with the following steps:

(i) set a global scanning index q to iterate template storage over the long waveform
sample x(τ),

(ii) store the qth template segment of x(τ) to form the qth instance of xtemplate(τ),
(iii) extract the symbolic content of the qth instance of xtemplate(τ).

Next for a single iteration of q, the qth template is compared throughout the waveform
by the following nested scan with the steps:

(i) set a scanning index k to iterate over the long waveform sample x(τ)
(ii) store the kth template segment of x(τ) to form the kth instance of xcompare(τ)

(iii) extract the symbolic content of the kth instance of xcompare(τ)
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(iv) perform a test of the Hamming distance criterion between the symbolic content of the
kth instance of xcompare(τ) and the symbolic content of the qth instance of xtemplate(τ).

For cases where the Hamming distance criterion is met, an instance of the basis
function p(τ) is stored. Note, as shown in Figure 4, that some instances of p(τ) may
have an inverted peak and should be corrected to have a positive peak. This process is
continued until the k index is exhausted throughout the long waveform sample x(τ). Upon
completion of the final k index, the global index q is incremented, and the nested scan is
repeated. As the global index q is exhausted, the long waveform sample x(τ) has served to
populate many instances of the basis function p(τ) which can be averaged.

This process is highlighted with an example waveform in Figure 4. Two specific
instances of the Hamming distance criterion being met for global index q and scanning
index k and lead to two specific examples of a basis function p(τ). The first basis
function instance p(τ) is illustrated by Figure 4a, and obtained from the global index
q = 2 (highlighted in red and labeled as Template 1). The Hamming distance criterion is
met in this instance for a scanning index k = 45 (highlighted in red and labeled Template
1 Match). Note that xtemplate(τ)− xcompare(τ) results in a negative peak, as illustrated
in the left plots of Figure 4b, so it first inverted before being stored as an instance of
p(τ). Similarly, another instance of p(τ) is illustrated by Figure 4a, but this time is
obtained from the global index q = 5 (highlighted in blue and labeled as Template 2).
The Hamming distance criterion is met in this instance for a scanning index k = 32
(highlighted in blue and labeled Template 2 Match).

This complete algorithm is outlined in a detailed flowchart in Appendix A with
Figure A1. It should be noted that the symbolic content that constitutes the bits used in the
evaluation of the Hamming distance criterion is not evenly distributed. The statistics of
these bits influence the shape of the average basis function. In the next section of this work
we report the results of this algorithm, the statistics of these bit sequences and the impact
of those statistics on the shape of the extracted and averaged basis function < p(τ) >.

3. Results

The algorithm described in the Materials and Methods section and illustrated in
Appendix A by Figure A1 was applied and results are provided in Figure 5 for the state
variable x. Long (≈5,000,000 samples) waveforms produced via Runga-Kutta (MATLAB
ODE45) integration of the chaotic Lorenz system with the parameters σ′ = σ− ∆ ≈ 10,
ρ′ = ρ− ∆ ≈ 28 and β′ = β− ∆ ≈ 8

3 with ∆ = 10−6, dt = 0.001 resulted in a total wave-
form length of 5000[s]. These parameters were selected to avoid prominent periodicities
that may not accurately represent the natural density of trajectories. The resulting time
series x(t) was first regularized with respect to the timing of symbolic content to form
x(τ). The results of processing the basis function extraction of long waveform sample
x(τ) are given by Figure 5.

These results are presented in three parts: (i) natural vs. uniform bit statistics (shown
in Figure 5a), (ii) extracted and averaged basis functions < p(τ) > for three primary regions
of natural bit statistics (shown in Figure 5b), and (iii) the extracted and averaged basis
functions with natural bit statistics < p(τ) >, uniform bit statistics < ρ(τ) >, and the small
difference between the two < ρ(τ) > − < p(τ) > (shown in Figure 5c). In Figure 5a, bit
statistics for each 8-bit long segment are shown. These statistics are used to establish that
the Hamming distance criterion has been met and thus constitute the symbolic content
involved with constructing basis function averages. The red histogram in the figure shows
the natural density of symbolic content provided by the x state variable and indicates the
proportion of each symbol sequence used to average the basis function < p(τ) >. The
blue histogram shows uniformly distributed bit sequences, where all bit sequences are
represented evenly with approximately 200 examples of each. This histogram constitutes
the average basis function < ρ(τ) >.
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(a)                                                                (b)

(c)

−4 −3 −2 −1 0

−4−4.5 −3.5 −2.5 −1.5 −0.5 0.5−3 −2 −1 0
−0.5

Figure 5. Results of processing a 5000 [s], ≈5,000,000 timestep chaotic Lorenz waveform x(t) via
Runga-Kutta (MATLAB ODE45) integration with the parameters σ′ = σ− ∆ ≈ 10, ρ′ = ρ− ∆ ≈ 28 and
β′ = β− ∆ ≈ 8

3 with ∆ = 10−6, dt = 0.001 and length 5000 [s]. (a) Bit statistics for each 8-bit long
segment used to establish that the Hamming distance criterion was met. The red histogram shows the
natural density of symbolic content provided by the x state variable. This red histogram constitutes
the symbol sequences that are used to average the basis function < p(τ) >. The blue histogram shows
uniformly distributed bit sequences (all bit sequences are represented evenly with ≈200 examples of
each) and constitutes the average basis function < ρ(τ) >. (b) Averaged basis functions in various
regions of the red histogram from (a). (c) The resulting averaged basis functions for both natural bit
density (solid red) and uniformly distributed bit density (dashed blue). Below each of these averaged
basis functions show their small difference.

In Figure 5b, averaged basis functions in three regions of the red histogram that demon-
strate prominently occurring bit sequences from Figure 5a are shown. The first prominent
statistical peak (second most likely region) was identified heuristically as the bit sequences
0–2 (decimal) that correspond to the bit sequences [00000000], [00000001], and [00000010]
(binary). Similarly, the next region (third most likely) was identified as bit sequences
126–128 and the final region was identified as bit sequences 253–255. Averaged basis func-
tion for each region is computed and showed a small, but non-zero difference. In Figure 5c,
the resulting averaged basis functions for both natural bit density (solid red) and uniformly
distributed bit density (dashed blue) are shown. The difference between these two results
is provided below the time series. Finally, Figure 6 shows the results for bit statistics and
extracted, averaged basis functions of all three state variables of the chaotic Lorenz system.

Discussion

These results validate the effectiveness of extracting basis functions using the proposed
algorithm. In previous sections, three independent, non-averaged basis functions were
given by Figures 3 and 4. The bit statistics and averaged waveforms for the x variable in
respect to the natural dynamics of the chaotic Lorenz oscillator and uniformly distributed
representations of bit sequences in Figure 5 along with difference between the average basis
function for natural Lorenz bit statistics and uniform bit statistics (which is small). Finally,
we report extracted waveforms from all three state variables x, y, and z in Figure 6 with
natural Lorenz bit statistics.

The extracted and averaged basis function < p(τ) > for the state variable x is in high
agreement with Hayes’s work [21]. The underlying statistics of the bit sequences chosen to
construct < px(τ) > have a quantifiable impact on the shape of the resulting basis function
as shown by the data in Figure 5b. If the contributions of these bit sequences are not
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statistically balanced, the resulting, average basis function may be distorted. Interestingly,
the difference between averaged basis function < p(τ) > with natural bit sequences and
the averaged basis function < ρ(τ) > with uniform bit sequences was small. This is likely
due to the fact that the natural bit statistics are dominated by sequences with histogram
peaks that are ‘statistically balanced.’ To the author’s knowledge, these bit statistics have
not been previously reported in regard to constructing basis functions for chaotic Lorenz
waveforms. Similarly, novel data are given by Figure 2 that shows the natural timing
statistics of chaotic Lorenz peaks for the time evolution of state variable x.

Finally, the bit statistics and extracted average basis functions for all three state vari-
ables given in Figure 6 indicate a well-known correlation between state variables x and y as
their extracted basis functions are qualitatively similar with similar bit sequence statistics.
Interestingly, the details of state variable z do not clearly lend themselves to waveform
synthesis as readily as the results from state variables x and y. First, we note the non-
uniformity and imbalance of bit sequence statistics involved with constructing the average
basis function < pz(τ) >. Second, we note that the forward-time tail of < pz(τ) > does
not tend to cleanly resolve to zero amplitude. In fact, for some collections of bit sequences,
< pz(τ) > becomes ill-behaved in amplitude and would inject unwanted inter-symbol
interference if used to reconstruct a chaotic time series of state variable z. This may imply
that the symbolic timing for the information content inherent to state variable z is different
and possibly more complicated (non-trivial) when compared to the symbolic timing of
the other two state variables. The primary observations from these results is that (1) state
variable x and waveforms with similar properties from other chaotic systems can make a
straight-forward candidate for test signals and waveform design, and (2) state variable z
merits further investigation as its statistics and timing complexity subvert its candidacy as
a test signal or two inspire further waveform design.

(a)                                  (b)

(c)                                  (d)

(e)                                  (f)

−4 −3 −2 −1 0
−

−4 −3 −2 −1 0

−4 −3 −2 −1 0

−

−

Figure 6. (a) Bit statistics for instances where the Hamming distance criterion was met resulting
in a recorded instance of a basis function for the state variable x. (b) Extracted, averaged basis
function for state variable x. (c) Bit statistics for state variable y. (d) Extracted, averaged basis
function for state variable y. (e) Bit statistics for state variable z. (f) Extracted, averaged basis
function for state variable z.

4. Conclusions

This study aimed to enhance the accessibility and applicability of chaotic dynamics
and random processes through the lens of information theory, measurable dynamics, and er-
godic theory. Previously, Hayes’ [21] work provided insights into the relationship between
chaotic dynamics and random processes, particularly in the context of linearly combining
oscillatory basis functions as information primitive structures. Random weighting factors
may be used to produce deterministic chaotic waveforms that approximate solutions to
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chaotic systems through simple convolutional sums that include these information prim-
itives. Here we have provided essential details regarding the specific implementation
of algorithms, the statistics of the bit sequences used, and the timing information that
is discarded in the resulting algorithms. We have evaluated all three of the Lorenz state
variables and provided information primitives and bit sequence statistics for each. These
results may be used for quantiative measurement of chaotic waveforms in applications
such as machine learning algorithms for time series prediction and waveform design for
communication and sensing. The findings presented here validate the extraction of basis
functions from chaotic systems for two of the three state variables of the chaotic Lorenz
system and identify future directions for understanding more complex behavior in relation
to the state variable z.
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Appendix A

Find Positive & Negative Peaks

Generate Lorenz Waveform x(t)

q = q + 1

no

yes

i) Set chaotic system parameters: ρ=27.9999, β=8/2.9999, σ=9.9999
ii) Randomize initial conditions: x(0), y(0), z(0)
iii) Iterate Lorenz equations via Runge-Kutta numerical solver (ODE45)
iv) Store x(t) for further signal processing

i) Count total number of peaks 
ii) Record peak values, locations & intervals

i) Measure and store the number of samples & indices between two peaks
ii) Extend output data segment to convenient sample interval (i.e. 50 samples or 100 samples)
iii) Pad new x(t) values and increment new indices
iv) Find sample rate & corresponding period
v) Time stretch/compress segment proportionally by orignal number of samples
vi) Repeat for each pair of peaks 

i) Populate continuous-time template xtemplate(τ) = x(τ-qT)
ii) Populate continuous-time template τtemplate

iii) Extract bit content from xtemplate(τ)
        iii-a) Evaluate sign(xtemplate) at extrema to yield antipodal bits: [-1,1]

   iii-b) Convert antipodal bits to binary bits: [0,1]
   iii-c) Store templateBits

iv) Define bitMask to detect one bit of information difference (i.e. [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0] for n=8)
v) Scan x(τ) and compare bit content at extrema to qth template xtemplate(τ)

   for each kth n-bit sequence in x(τ)
      v-a) Populate xcompare(τ) segment to compare to qth template xtemplate(τ)
      v-b) Extract bit content from xcompare(τ)
         v-b-1) Evaluate sign(xcompare) at extrema to yield antipodal bits: [-1,1]
         v-b-2) Convert antipodal bits to binary bits: [0,1]
         v-b-3) Store compareBits
      v-c) Check to see if there is one bit of information difference
      if xor(templateBits,compareBits)==bitMask 
         v-c-1) Store and count the individual basis functions
                    basisFunction = xtemplate(τ)-xcompare(τ)
         v-c-2) Store associated bits for individual basis functions
         v-c-3) Impose positive convention for basis function's bit difference

Regularize Peak Timing Intervals
to Form x(τ)

Select qth n-Bit Sequence 
from x(τ) as a Template xtemplate(τ)

Extract Basis Functions

Find Positive & Negative Peaks
of Regularized Waveform x(τ)

Scan Waveform for Bit Sequences
with 1-Bit Difference to Template

Find xtemplate(τ) - x(τ-pT) for Each
Instance and Store Each Result

(Assuming Polarity Convention)

Average All Basis Functions
(Using Specified Bit Sequence Stats)

q < qmax

Figure A1. Detailed flowchart for algorithm used to extract basis functions from the chaotic
Lorenz system.
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